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Identifying Relapse Justifications

Instructions: Fill in this table with examples of relapse justifications you have experienced. 
Include the situation or trigger, your thoughts or excuses, and the emotional state you felt.

Responses to Relapse Justifications

Instructions: In this table, list your healthy responses to the identified relapse justifications. 
Include alternative thoughts that counter the excuses and describe the emotional state you 
expect after applying the response.
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Self-Reflection on Overconfidence

Have you ever felt overconfident about your ability to control substance use? 

Yes

No

If yes, can you recall specific situations or events where you felt this overconfidence? 
Describe them briefly.

How did this overconfidence affect your decisions related to substance use?

Triggers and Relapse Justifications

What are the common triggers or situations that lead to relapse justifications for you?

List any relapse justifications you tend to use when faced with these triggers.



How do these justifications impact your commitment to recovery?


	Relapse JustificationRow1: Stress at work
	Trigger SituationRow1: Heavy workload
	Thoughts or ExcusesRow1: "I need something to relax."
	Emotional StateRow1: Anxious
	Relapse JustificationRow2: Peer pressure
	Trigger SituationRow2: Hanging out with friends
	Thoughts or ExcusesRow2: "Just this once won't hurt."
	Emotional StateRow2: Tempted
	Relapse JustificationRow3: Boredom
	Trigger SituationRow3: Alone at home
	Thoughts or ExcusesRow3: "I have nothing better to do."
	Emotional StateRow3: Restless
	Relapse JustificationRow1_2: Stress at work
	Healthy ResponseRow1: Take a break, meditate, or exercise.
	Alternative ThoughtsRow1: "Substance won't really help me relax long-term."
	Emotional State After ResponseRow1: Relieved and Calmer
	Relapse JustificationRow2_2: Peer pressure
	Healthy ResponseRow2: Politely decline and suggest an alternative activity.
	Alternative ThoughtsRow2: "I've worked hard for my sobriety; I won't risk it."
	Emotional State After ResponseRow2: Confident and Proud
	undefined: No, I have not personally experienced overconfidence regarding my ability to control substance use. However, I observed a friend who believed they could resist temptation in a situation with substances, which led to their relapse.
	undefined_2: Witnessing my friend's overconfidence reinforced the importance of staying vigilant in my own recovery. It emphasized the need to have a plan for unexpected triggers and not underestimate their power.
	undefined_3: Stress, peer pressure, boredom, celebration, emotional pain.
	undefined_4: Stress at work: "I need something to relax."
Peer pressure: "Just this once won't hurt."
Boredom: "I have nothing better to do."
Celebration: "I deserve a reward."
Emotional pain: "It numbs the pain."
	undefined_5: These justifications can weaken my commitment to recovery by making it easier to rationalize using substances. They create a false sense of permission to use, even when I know it's not in my best interest. Identifying these justifications and developing healthier responses is crucial for maintaining my recovery.
	Text25: 
	0: Mandy Carter
	1: 2023-10-07

	Relapse JustificationRow4: 
	0: Celebration
	1: 
	0: Boredom
	1: Celebration


	Trigger SituationRow4: 
	0:  Special occasions
	1: 
	0: Call a friend, read, or work on a hobby.
	1:  Treat myself to a non-substance-related reward.


	Thoughts or ExcusesRow4: 
	0: "I deserve a reward."
	1: 
	0: "There are many fulfilling things I can do."
	1: "I can celebrate without substances."


	Emotional StateRow4: 
	0: Eager
	1: 
	0: Engaged and Content
	1: Satisfied and Happy
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